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Abstract: Pollution plays a major part in global warming and 
water pollution stands alarming for all living organisms in the 
world. Water pollution is killing tens of millions of Indians and 
nearly 19.3% of Indian population does no longer have access to 
clean water. The toxicity of Indian water our bodies are increasing 
except India’s boom and urbanization. It is located that out of 
general water available, round 70% of surface water in India is 
not worthy for consumption. India has a mortality fee of 400000 
lives according to year because of lack of sanitation and hygiene. 
Researchers have found that the closing purpose of water 
pollution is the plastics. In order to overcome these issues, a smart 
trash boat is designed in this paper which can accumulate all the 
floating and semi floating wastes specifically plastics from the 
urban drain from any water bodies. This system is enabled with 
Artificial Intelligence and image processing which is capable of 
classifying, managing, accumulating and indicating the status of 
trashes along with its statistics.  
KEYWORDS: Smart trash boat, Reinforced learning, automatic 
trash management, conveyor system, solar powered and image 
processing. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

  The maximum broadly used strategies to easy the water our 
bodies is by the use of man force or Rarely the usage of boats 
enabled with developed technologies. For doing so we need a 
huge amount of man energy and hence it takes long time. Now 
in a few places the pollutants degree is 100 times higher than 
the Indian authorities limit. India’s largest river is also 
maximum polluted with plastic wastes. An predicted 1.2 
billion kilos of plastic input the oceans from the Ganges River 
every year. It is one of the longest rivers inside the world, 
domestic to urban communities of a hundred and twenty 
million people .Only 10 rivers are chargeable for the 95%of 
plastic pollutants in world’s oceans, 8 of them Asian inclusive 
of the Ganga river and African, according to a latest study. 
Rivers contribute among 410,000 and four million tones’ a 12 
months to the plastic waste in oceans. The plastic residues are 
located in stomach of over 1/2 the populace of seabirds. 
Plastic wastes accumulate in areas where the ocean creates a 
form of circular current referred to as gyres.  
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These circular cutting-edge created by oceans suck in the 
floating particles i.e. the plastics resulting in pollution. When 
these plastics attain the water our bodies, it causes poisonous 
and irreparable harm to both marine and human life. 

I. LITERATURE SURVEY 

A. Survey on types of trash found on water surfaces 

Considering the Marine debris first, marine trash also called 
marine debris includes any human-made strong material this 
is abandoned of or disposed in waterways that displaces to the 
sea, or into the ocean itself, without thinking about whether 
disposal is took place circuitously or directly, by chance or 
intentionally. Materials such as Shells, Dead seaweeds, 
carcasses, or different evidently produced materials aren't 
considered. Marine trashes, which includes paper, wood, 
plastics, and also different manufactured substances is 
observed at all depths of the sea on water surfaces. It's far 
expected that approximately 60-80percentof marine particles 
is because of plastics and also it's miles estimated that eight 
million metric lots of plastics enters the sea each year ,via 
Ocean Conservancy’s Trash Free Seas Alliance. About 20% 

of marine debris originates from ocean vessels and other 80% 
from the resources on land. Cruise ships produce 
approximately 25% of ship-sourced waste and represent best 
1% of marine vessels; on average, 3.5kg of waste are 
produced by way of a single cruise passenger in line with day. 
Now thinking about the rivers, there are wide styles of trash 
located at river cleanups beginning from aluminum cans to 
cigarette butts. Plastic bottles, plastic bags, plastic carriers, 
leach harmful chemical substances into the environment, and 
contaminate herbal water flows. 50% of roadside muddle is 
mainly because of beverage containers and plenty of this is 
washed into our waterways. 
 

 
Fig.1: Polluted Water 
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B. Current solutions available to remove trash in water 
bodies 

Ocean plastics are a legacy problem with no smooth 
solution,” says Lonneke Holierhoek, COO of The Ocean 

Cleanup. Currently handmade cleaning is done where a man 
power is employed to take away the trash and infrequently 
some vehicles also are used but are not as plenty efficient. 
Cleantec Infra, one of the many small groups engaged in 
ridding India’s water our bodies of floor trash, these days 
have made a car which can gather the floating trash and might 
temporarily keep it. Whereas in Indonesia a boat named 
interceptor had been used to get rid of trash from the surface 
of the water bodies. For the past five years government have 
allotted over 20,000 crore in cleaning the water bodies in 
India. 

II. ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE 

AI is used to calculate the quantity of trash bin described 
vicinity with the aid of photo processing. This is completed in 
nevertheless water, however in strolling water, distance is 
defined and the amount of trash present is calculated via 
solving a certain amount of time for that particular area. Once 
that is calculated using reinforcement gadget learning 
technique wastes are removed. When wastes other than plastic 
like wood logs are floating on the floor the turbine lifts up and 
an automated indication will be sent to the user to show the 
boat far from the obstacle. 

A. Reinforcement Machine Learning 

Reinforcement mastering is the schooling given to machines 
to make a sequence of decisions in its own. The device will 
learn to obtain a target in an uncertain, potentially complex 
environment. In reinforcement learning, an synthetic 
intelligence faces a game-like situation. For a given trouble 
the computer will provide a solution the usage of trial and 
mistakes method. The artificial intelligence is designed in a 
way that it gets both rewards or penalties for the moves it 
performs, in order to get the machine to do what the 
programmer wants,. The synthetic intelligence’s objective is 
to maximize the efficiency of output. Although the fashion 
designer sets the policies of the game this is the version no 
suggestions or tips to solve the sport. It is the obligation of the 
device to find out how to perform the task to growth the 
reward, initializing from absolutely random trials and ending 
up with state-of-the-art methods and superhuman skills. By 
thinking about the electricity of search and lots of trials, 
reinforcement studying is currently the best way to indicate 
device’s creativity. In strikingly different to human beings, 
artificial intelligence can collect enjoy from lots of collateral 
game plays if a reinforcement learning algorithm is running 
on a safely powerful computer substructure. 

 

 
 Fig.2: Basic action Plan 

III. BOAT DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION 

The construction is easy as normal boat with more 
attachments together with turbine, conveyor belt, and 
hydraulic compression mechanism. The boat front is 
established with turbine followed by using conveyor belt and 
sooner or later the compacting machine. 

 

 
 

Fig.3: Basic Construction of the System 

 
 

Fig.4: Boat Model 

A. Turbine 

The turbine collects the floating waste from the floor of water 
and drops it on to the conveyor belt. The layout of the turbine 
is in such a manner that it filters out the water thru the pores 
inside the turbine and collects best the waste forward. The 
turbine is fitted inside the front of the boat. In this the size of 
the turbine is defined based totally on the application or 
length of the boat. 
 

 
Fig.5: Turbine Model 

B. Conveyor Belt 

Once the trash is accrued in turbine it drops directly to the 
conveyor, in which it transports the wastes to the compactor 
bin.  
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The conveyor belt must be in the size of the turbine duration 
only. 

 
Fig.6: Conveyor Belt Model 

IV. HYDRAULIC COMPRESSION 

A compactor is a machine or mechanism that carries out 
compaction to reduce the dimensions of waste fabric or bio 
mass. In home or enterprise the compactor is used to lessen 
the volume or size of waste produced a domestic or enterprise 
to lessen the quantity of trash it produces. Compact and 
wrapped bales by using a baler-wrapper compactor could be 
used with the intention to enhance logistics. Normally 
powered by way of hydraulics, compactors take many shapes 
and sizes. In scrap steel processing Different compactors are 
used, the most familiar compactor is the car crusher. Such 
devices can be of either the "pancake" type, wherein a huge 
descending hydraulically powered plate, or the baling press 
will flatten a scrap vehicle where the automobile is 
compressed from several directions to make it a huge cube. 
 

 
 

Fig.7: Waste Compacting Machine 
 

A. Waste Segregation 

In our layout we have blanketed a special manner 
computerized waste control in which the amassed waste is 
segregated into bio & non-bio degradable (60-70% 

efficiency) the use of Load mobile and HX711 module. In this 
the common weight of common place plastic is defined to the 
circuit and gadgets which weighs extra than so one can be 
gathered separately earlier than the compactor. 
 

 
 

Fig.8: Load Cell 

Load cell is used to calculate weight of the object. It acts as a 
transducer that transforms stress or pressure acting into 
electric sign output. Force being implemented is at once 
percentage to the Magnitude of this electrical output. When 
stress is implemented on Load cells the pressure gauge will 
deforms it. When the powerful resistance of stress gauge 
changes on deformation the pressure gauge generates 
electrical sign. A load cell generally consists of four pressure 
gauges in a Wheatstone bridge configuration. Load cellular 
have many ranges, here we've used Load mobile, that may 
weigh as much as 40kg. The electrical indicators generated 
through Load cellular are amplified using HX711since it's far 
in few mill volts, HX711 Weighing Sensor Module has 
HX711 chip, which is a 24 excessive precision A/D converter. 
So HX711 module is used to expand the low electric output of 
Load cells and then it's miles digitally converted and is 
exhibited to derive the eight. 
 
 

 
 

Fig.9: Back end Model 

V. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

In this paper, we have presented a 3D model of the trash boat 
based upon the specifications of the water body in which the 
boat is to be implemented. This design could be varied based 
on weight, capacity and acceleration of the water flow.  
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This boat is basically designed to collect and store solid 
wastes whereas the same could also be implemented in land 
areas to collect the solid wastes with minor modifications in 
the design.  

VI. CONCLUSION 

In this paper we have presented an idea and design of trash 
boat which is capable of sucking the floating wastes from 
water sources. This boat is incorporated with image 
processing block and AI classifies and captures the floating 
wastes based upon the size and weights and compresses it for 
further collection of wastes. It is capable of doing away with 
any type of floating wastes. Once the area selection of waste 
collection is defined, it covers the entire location and collects 
most effective trash through photograph processing and the 
accrued trash is compressed and indicated for further  
transportation and recycling primarily based upon the 
segregated type. 

FUTURE ENHANCEMENT 

In future in addition advancement may be made and same 
method might be used to clear oil spills in oceans which is any 
other major trouble faced and the water toxicity may be 
examined and reduced. 
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